
AS SURROUND SOUND SLOWLY makes its
way into the broadcast chain the need for
multichannel equivalents of familiar mono and

stereo processors is becoming apparent. Berlin-based
Jünger Audio is already well known in this field for a
variety of units – most noteworthy are its dynamics
processors – and the Orion is Jünger’s solution for
multichannel dynamics processing.

The science and art of dynamics processing where
more than one channel is involved remains
surprisingly opaque. People who really should know
better do not fully appreciate the need for, and
potential complexity of, side-chain linking, even
where simple stereo dynamics devices are concerned.

Just in case this isn’t immediately clear, consider a
simple stereo ‘brick-wall’ limiter. I apologise in advance
for stating what will, to many, be the blindingly
obvious. An unlinked stereo limiter is, in effect, two
separate mono limiters. It has two gain reduction
elements, one each for the left and right channels and
a level measuring element for each channel. A control
signal is produced whenever the level rises above the
predetermined threshold and this control signal is used
to regulate the amount of gain reduction applied. If the
level in, say, the Left channel rises above the threshold
the gain in this channel will be reduced but the other
channel will remain at unity gain.

When this occurs there is likely to be a highly
unpleasant shift in the stereo image. The solution is to
link the level measurement and control or side-chain
circuits such that a signal exceeding the threshold in
either channel results in the same gain reduction in
both channels. Incidentally, with the same attack, hold
and release time-constants for the same reason.

A moment’s thought should indicate that the
challenges are significantly greater when surround
formats are considered. The linking requirements will
differ depending on the way the channels are

exploited. For example, for drama it
may be necessary to modify the

dynamics of the Left and Right
front channels and the

surround channels while
leaving the Centre and LFE channels

intact. For music this is unlikely to be
satisfactory and all the main channels may need

to be linked, leaving the LFE channel isolated.
Somebody will need almost any other permutation
you can conceive of in these experimental times but
as a general rule of thumb, channels with correlated
material will require linking to avoid unwanted
image shifts.

Jünger has arranged channels to be linked in several
ways, depending on the format, and has also made
provision for varying the ratio of the link, for example,
between the Centre and Left and Right front channels.
Linking operates on two levels, between channels and
between groups of channels and in either direction or
bidirectionally. Collectively, these functions are dubbed
‘Dynalink’.

Orion is not a simple, single product. It is a modular
processing system with many options. A PC is used for
off-line editing, configuration and set-up and may also
be used to operate the unit. Otherwise, a hardware
remote control is available, connected via CAN bus,
that allows most functions to be accessed via buttons,
faders and knobs. An optional gain-reduction metering
unit also connects to the control PC via CAN bus.

The CAN bus, or Control Area Network bus, to give
it its full name was launched in 1986. Although not
yet well known in audio this is probably one of the

most successful serial bus protocols ever developed
with millions of examples in use in cars, trains, lifts
and industrial processes. It is claimed to offer
significant advantages for multimaster real-time, fault
tolerant systems. It is likely we will see more of it in
future audio products.

Otherwise metering is shown on the PC screen. This
PC can be a conventional ‘office’ type connected to the
Orion mainframe via CAN bus or an embedded PC,
either installed in the main Orion rack unit or
separately in a 1U C8911 frame. (This configuration is
useful where there is a long distance between control
and machine rooms.)

An embedded PC is a very different beast to a
‘normal’ office PC. More usually found controlling
industrial processes, embedded PCs are generally far
more reliable and robust, in hardware and software
terms. This particular example uses a National
Semiconductor Geode GX1 processor with a 2.5-inch
hard drive running Windows NT4.

The Orion I had for evaluation came as a complete
unit with an embedded PC, AES-EBU I-O and two DSP
cards, a compact Cherry keyboard with trackerball and
powered CAN bus adaptor for the remote. In this
configuration, complete with remote control, Orion will
cost around UK£7,300 (inc VAT). Many other
configurations are possible.

When booted Orion starts up with an ‘Open’ menu
with three choices; New Project, Open Project and Exit.
The large knob on the hardware remote cycles through
these options and pressing it selects. Projects may be
4X2 channel, 5.1 + 2, 6.1 or 7.1. Selecting one of
these opens a further ‘Open’ menu with a choice of
initial grouping and linking options. When this
selection is made the main set-up and operating screen
appears. Apart from housekeeping, naming projects
and presets, setting the sync source and channel

The computer front-end.
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Jünger Audio Orion
Multichannel working puts demands on all elements of your processing chain not least your

management of gain reduction. ROB JAMES evaluates an intelligent and able multichannel

digital dynamics processor.

Jünger Audio dynamics processors employ a multiloop principle.
Several interacting frequency linear control circuits are used in
parallel to control gain-changing elements in series. This is very
different to the popular multiband architecture. The resulting
attack and release times of the multiloop system are dynamically
variable and adapted to the changing content of the input signal.
This allows relatively long attack times during steady-state signal
conditions but also very short attack times when there are sharp
input transients.

The multiloop structure also enables a short delay to be used
between the control circuit and the gain-changing element. The gain
control circuit has time to preview the signal and become active
before the signal reaches the output. This is especially relevant
to the limiter, with the aim of producing a precisely levelled output
signal, free of overshoots.
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routing, all operational parameters are accessible from
the hardware remote.

Orion uses adaptive controlled processing
algorithms already familiar to users of Jünger’s
ACCENT premium series dynamics processors. A
flexible filter supplements an expander, multiloop
compressor, and brickwall limiter.

The C8000 series of processors uses many of the
same modules as Orion plus a number of others to
produce custom solutions for broadcasters and others.
These range from simple 2-channel redundant fail-
safe transmission to highly complex signal
conditioning and processing capable of handling the
entire output of a network with multiple programme
content in a variety of formats.

As with other Jünger dynamics processors the
accent is on precise, invisible control. Orion offers
exactly this together with considerable flexibility to
suit a wide variety of multichannel formats and
content types. Apart from the obvious broadcast and
distribution applications, Orion may well find a home
in mastering and production as a tool for those who
value these attributes. The vice-like grip is almost

uncanny and prodigious amounts of gain reduction
can be applied before Orion makes itself audible. ■

‘Industrial’ approach to engineering
problems; transparency with precise
control; flexibility.

This level of engineering expertise
costs; software could be more refined.

PROS

CONS

Contact

JÜNGER AUDIO, GERMANY:
Tel: +49 306 777210
Website: www.junger-audio.com

Hardware
remote control
The eight black buttons across the top of the unit
work in conjunction with the big Select knob to access
Project and Preset functions, switch between
Memories A & B for comparison purposes, switch
between multiple inputs, (where available) switch
meter functions, Hold and Reset, put the faders into
Assign mode, or to act as Master Fader and Bypass
the unit. The remaining button in this row, labelled
Timecode, has no function as yet but raises some
interesting possibilities.

The four non-motorised faders each have an
associated On button and indicator LED and can be
assigned to control a variety of level adjustment
parameters.

Internally illuminated buttons select which
processing section the remote will control – Expander,
Filter, Compressor or Limiter. Below these, three
more select Delay, Group and Link options. 

The shaft encoder knobs are colour-coded to
match the software display (red, green and grey).
Following the same arc are Mute, Solo and Gain
section select buttons. The last button toggles the
currently selected processing section on or off.

The rack
The Orion rack unit is a 3U card frame with power
supply and a handsome green-anodised front panel,
which also sports an oval window with Power, Sync
and Sample Rate indicator LEDs. Into this frame DSP
processor cards, Audio Input and Output, CAN serial
interface, Sync and Remote cards, and an embedded
PC card may be inserted in various combinations to
suit a wide range of requirements.

Other C8000 Rack units are available accepting
various numbers of cards.

I-O options
4-channel AES-EBU I-O (XLR 110)
4-channel AES-EBU I-O (BNC 75)
8-channel AES-EBU input (XLR 110)
8-channel AES-EBU input with SRC (XLR 110)
8-channel AES-EBU output (XLR 110)
8-channel AES-EBU input (BNC 75)
8-channel AES-EBU input with SRC (BNC 75)
8-channel AES-EBU output (BNC 75)
64-channel MADI I-O
OPT64-channel MADI I-O with optical interface
SDI I-O
High definition 96/24 4-channel analogue input (XLR)
High definition 96/24 4-channel analogue output (XLR)
High definition 96/24 4-channel analogue input (Sub-D)
High definition 96/24 4-channel analogue output (Sub-D)
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